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Introduction
This guide is an introduction to the Archive Structure Viewer (ASV). This viewer is a tool to browse
the structure of the archive, search and read the metadata. It is organized into a hierarchy of corpusand sessionnodes, whereby resources (videos, audio-material, images, written) are the lowest level in the
hierarchy, getting attached to session-nodes. Users with access rights may further search the annotations and
download resources. The functionalities of the Archive Structure Viewer will be discussed here.

1. Registering as a new user and login
In order to register as a new user go to the Archive Structure Viewer [http://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/asv]. On the
right hand side there is a blue menubar above, including the option 'register'. Selecting this option you will
be automatically led to a registration form. Please, fill in the needed indications (note: all fields have to be
filled in; for password note the requirements indicated below) and click on 'register' at the bottom of the page
to continue. Next the 'Dobes code of conduct' will be displayed. You are asked to read through it carefully.
In case you agree, please indicate your approval at the bottom of the page by checking the empty checkbox
for the item 'I agree'. Then press submit.
Your registration is now being requested and processed at the MPI. Yet, you are asked to verify the indicated
email-address: Open your email account and the email received by MPI corpora (also check your spam-filter
if needed). Following the link in the email you will find yourself being redirected to a new tab informing
you that your account has been created and that it may take up to one hour until you can login. Moreover
you will receive another email after verification, containing account details and a link to login.
Following the latter link to the viewer and select the login option you are offered. You are asked then to
chose your institution from the drop-down menu. In case you are independent of other institutions choose
'MPI Nijmegen' from the list. For normal login (after having obtained registration and not login in for the first
time) choose the login option from the menubar. In both cases an interface appears, requesting you to type
your username and password. Press 'login'. After the first login you will be welcomed by the AMS [http://
tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/ams/] welcome page enabling you to manage access rights. For more information
see the AMS manual [http://www.mpi.nl/corpus/manuals/manual-ams.pdf]. For normal login you will be
redirected to the Archive Structure Viewer main interface. Note that the menubar should indicate you as the
user now, instead of the default information "anonymous" when you are not logged in. To log out make use
of the option in the menubar. The user information in the menubar will be set back to anonymous.
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Chapter 1. Navigating the Archive
Structure Viewer
The Archive Structure Viewer is part of the Language Archiving Technology suite. You can find a
link to the browser on the LAT web page http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla_tools/asv [http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tlatools/imdi_browser] (see image). The Archive Structure Viewer can also be accessed directly at http://
corpus1.mpi.nl/ [http://corpus1.mpi.nl].
Since the Archive Structure Viewer is an online tool, it does not need to be installed, however it is Java-based.
It should work on all temporary browsers.
The image below shows the main page view of the Archive Structure Viewer; the layout of the browser
is divided into the Browse Panel and the Content Panel. The Browse Panel gives an overview of the
archive in a tree structure. The Content Panel represents the content of the node that you have active in
the tree.

Figure 1.1. Archive Structure Viewer main view

1.1. The Browse Panel
In the browse panel the archive is represented in a tree structure, which can be unfolded to browse through.
For unfolding press the small white box with a plus-sign ("+") next to the corpus you are interested in. Details
will be shown. For collapsing and reducing details in the treeview then click on the same button again which
in case of being unfolded alreadz has turned into a white box with a minus-sign ("-"). There is also an option
to return to the tree in entirely collapsed form, representing only topnodes: Click on the small house on the
top, on the blue main menu bar. This "home"- option will return the status of the tree.

Figure 1.2. closed node to be expanded for seeing lower hierarchy nodes

Figure 1.3. open node to be collapsed in order to go back to higher level in the tree
hierarchy
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Navigating the Archive
Structure Viewer

Figure 1.4. Browse panel detail view

1.1.1. Icons in the Browse Panel
In the tree structure different icons are used. The meaning of each icon is specified below:
Corpus node
Session node: The session node represents the IMDI metadata file. The IMDI file is the main
body of the session that the resource files link to.
Access indicator: The green access indicator represents data that can be freely accessed without
logging in.
Access indicator: The yellow access indicator represents data that can be freely accessed when
logged in.
Access indicator: The amber access indicator represents data for which registered users can
request resource access.
Access indicator: The red access indicator represents data for which access is restricted.
Media resource File - Video
Media resource File - Audio
Media resource File - Image
Written resource File
Information file
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Chapter 2. Menu
All functionalities of the Archive Structure Viewer are selected from the content panel. The menu is context
dependent, meaning that you will get a different menu under a corpus node, a session node or a resource
node. It just appears together with the respective metadata at selecting the node or resource you are interested
in. If you want to see the content of a resource you can make use of the menu-option "view", which is only
provided for resources. Consequently, depending on the kind of resource the content will be displayed in
different ways in the content panel.
The menu options for different kinds of functionalities are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It is also possible to select several nodes at the same time. Therefore activate the 'select several' -button
[8] (3 overlapping blue frames) at the top of the tree - it will turn from grey to blue when becoming
activated. When you select nodes under this condition, they will remain selected (selected nodes are
highlighted by a grey shade) even when you select other nodes. If you would like to deselect one node of the
selected ones, just click on it one more time and it will be deselected. Operations offered in the content panel
to be realized with several selected nodes are metadata-search, content-search, manage access and request
access. You can deactivate the button at the top again - it will turn from blue to grey. From now you can
select only one node at a time again.
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2.1.
Metadata Search is an option that allows you to search metadata information through all the files from
a selected node downwards in the hierarchy. When you first open the Metadata Search, there are two
search options: Simple Search [8] and Advanced Search [8]. There is also a count of how many
sessions there are from the selected node down.
Simple Search: This search method can be useful if you are not sure of the content of the corpus and just
want to make generic wide searches on specific words, from the highlighted node.

Figure 2.1. Metadata Search – Simple Search

In the example of a Simple Search above the "DoBeS archive" corpus node is selected as the top node for
a keyword search. The keyword ‘book’ is entered into the search field. The search results in 489 hits on
session files in the corpus. These are sessions with the word ‘book’ somewhere within the metadata.

Advanced Search: In Advanced Search, the structure of the metadata file (session) is the basis for the
search. In the figure below you can see some options of Advanced Search: it shows one main dropdown
selection and one text input field. Depending on the session subfiled you choose you could have different
input fields to fill and other dropdown lists. This search is on session name only; any text you enter into
the free-text field will only search the session name field of your selected section of the corpus. You can
also narrow down your search by adding new constraints and search for more than one criterium at the same
time (and criterium stacking).
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Figure 2.2. Metadata Search - Advanced Search (session subfields details)
The drop down list offers the following session subfields: Name, Title, Date, Location, Project, Keys,
Content, Description, Actor, Resources and References. Choosing one of these will extend the search
options following the structure of the metadata file, like the session subfield Keys shown in the picture.

Figure 2.3. Metadata Search - Advanced Search (search using multiple constraints)
The above example of a more complex search shows a three constraints search (constraints are like filters
that you apply to your search. The buton "New Constraint" allows you to add constrainsts to your search):
the first constraint searching on Session --> Location --> Country --> Mexico, the second on Session -->
Resources --> MediaFile "(X)"--> Resource Link= "*", and the third on Session --> Actor "U" --> Role
--> Unknown.
The "(X)" drop down in the second contraint, is an option available only for "Actor" and "Resources"-->
"Media File", which presents more than one feature. For example, if you add a third constraint that has again
an "(X)" drop down, you can choose: either letter "(X)", if you want to search for another feature of the
same, for instance, actor; or another available letter, if by contrast you want to search for some features
belonging to a different entity.

Figure 2.4. Search Results
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Search Results: No matter which type of search you use (simple or advanced) your search results will be
displayed as a list of metadata files as shown in the figure above, a wildcard character has been used, in
this case, the asterisc, specifies any Name starting with "Ta". Clicking on the result's path (link in blue),
allows to see the archive browser, with the selected session highlighted in the tree. Clicking on the small
icon after the link allows to search across the content of that session's written resources via Trova (content
search engine, see section 2.2) .
Clicking on the button Content Search allows to search across the content of all the written resource files
that belong to any of the found sessions . Clicking on the arrow next to the Content Search button, allows
to search just through the content of the written resources on the current page; the number of results per page
is configurable. Use these two last features if you experience performance problems when loading TROVA
with a large number of sessions.

2.2.
With Content Search, you may search in the content of the written resource files. Remember that resource
files are generally not open for anonymous users. You may only search those files for which you have access
rights. Your right of access is indicated by the coloured access indicators. When you choose this option from
the menu the content search engine (TROVA) will display the number of resources that will be searched.
You need to log in to search through all files available to you.
A manual and help page for TROVA already exists. Select the online help option (A) to open the manual.

Figure 2.5. Annotation Content Search

2.3.
Managing access is a link to AMS (Access Management System). This application is for Domain
Managers to manage who has access to your resource files. When you select Manage Access, you will
immediately be prompted to log in.
Download the full AMS manual in PDF format from http://www.mpi.nl/corpus/manuals/manual-ams.pdf

2.4.
Request access allows you to request access to an individual resource file or to all resource files linked to
a session or a corpus. The amber access indicator represents sources for which acccess must be requested.
When you select this option, a form will appear where you need to fill in personal information and specify
the purpose of the use of the resource. When submitted, the form is sent to the MPI corpus managers for
processing. You will be informed by e-mail whether and when access rights have been granted.

2.5.
For viewing resources such as e.g. images (see image below) just select the image resource you would like to
have a look at in the browser panel. Then press the option view in the content panel and the image should be
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displayed right there. For written resources (eaf format/Elan files) you will be redirected to a new window,
to the Annex viewer. Selecting view for other formats of written resources, video or audio resources makes
them be played in the content panel. Note that viewing resources generally requires access rights.

Figure 2.6. view an image
On corpus or session nodes there is no view option, metadata will be displayed at selection of the nodes
immediately in the content panel.

2.6.
Citation in the Archive Structure Viewer is the same as it is in your web browser. You may cite the location
of individual resources or of corpus or session nodes. When you need to cite a point in the corpus, you
choose citation from the menuoptions in the content panel Citation

Figure 2.7. Citation - simple and detailed
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Use the link which is first being displayed in the simple view in order to cite. Click on the link and you
should be redirected accordingly. You can also copy and paste the link if you need to use or save it in other
applications. If you need different kinds of information, e.g. the internal node ID choose the "show details"
option and more information will be displayed.

2.7.
The Download option allows you to save a copy of the file to a selected location. All metadata in the corpus
is open source, so you can download all IMDI files. Resource files on the other hand are password protected,
so you will not be able download any resources unless you have access rights to the resource. For open
session nodes you can download the open access resources at once, using the function 'download all'.

2.8.
Version Info is an option that keeps a record of any IMDI or resource files that have been replaced or
overwritten. When choosing this option, in the content panel you will be shown a table with information on
the internal node IDs, PIDs, the date of loading the node into the archive and state of accessibility.

2.9.
The bookmark button appears in the top right corner of the page. This option allows you to easily and
intuitively bookmark sessions and resources, once you click on it a pop up windows opens, giving you
instructions on how to bookmark the chosen link.
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